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ABSTRACT

The current work evaluates cross-sectioned green bilayer powder compact (green BPC) 
of iron (Fe) under different die conditions. At first, finite element-based (FE) simultaneous 
compaction modelling is used to model the uniaxial, one-sided compaction of the green BPC 
of Fe and its interface. A Tri-mesh of 0.03 mm and mesh refinement along the interfacial 
boundary is set up with the condition of each node from both sides of layers (namely lower 
layer, L and upper layer, U) is mapped precisely to ensure its mutual interconnection along 
the horizontal edges of interface. Additionally, the modelling part utilised and validated our 
recently proposed image analysis under the metallographic technique’s standard framework. 
Our approach to model the interface to gain the same effect as from the experimental result 
of green BPC of Fe is in good agreement. It is significantly found that the use of the lubricated 
die condition contributed to increasing the local RD distribution along the interface of the 
green BPC of Fe. In contrast, the distribution is gradually dissuaded from the interface 
for the unlubricated die condition as the applied height: diameter (H:D) ratio increases.

Keywords: Fe, Finite element, green BPC, H:D ratio, 
interface, local RD

INTRODUCTION

Powder Metallurgy (PM) compaction is 
a metal-forming technique to fabricate a 
metal-based powder compact from loose 
powder. This PM workpiece is frequently 
produced at once with one layer and is 
simply known as a green single powder 
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compact (or green SPC). PM compaction is well-known for its effectiveness in delivering 
the near-net shape of green SPC. Thus, any additional machining works are not necessary. 
Enhancement of the strength of green SPC was proposed by notable investigations and 
practically implemented by industries such as green machining technique (Kulkarni & 
Dabhade, 2019) and high-velocity compaction (HVC) (Yuan et al., 2021). Instantly, the 
use of the PM compaction route is widely contributing to various circles of industries, 
for instance, automobile (Masooth et al., 2022), composites (Arifin et al., 2022), military 
products (Santos et al., 2018) and healthcare (Elsayed et al., 2022) industries. 

Nevertheless, the friction condition of a die wall is a major cause that deteriorates the 
homogeneity of produced green SPC under PM compaction, as overviewed by Edosa et al. 
(2022). Past discoveries on techniques in minimising the effect of friction were elaborated 
that included the designed compaction technique (Canta & Frunza, 2003; Grigoriev et al., 
2019; Wang et al., 2009), the initial determination of powder relative bulk density (RBD) 
(Radchenko, 2004), critical consideration of determined H:D ratio and geometrical powder 
compact shape (Cristofolini et al., 2018), the mixing method (Chen et al., 2020) and the 
layering strategy of green SPC to form green BPC in which pioneered by Sopchak and 
Misiolek (2000). This layering foundation had launched for up-to-date manufacturing 
of green BPCs that have been thoroughly designed across different fields specifically 
to formulate drugs (Bellini et al., 2019), Ti6Al4V/20CoCrMo-highly porous Ti6Al4V 
biomedical bilayer (Mihalcea et al., 2021), Ti6al4V-Ti6Al4V/30Ta bilayer for orthopaedic 
application (Chávez et al., 2020), ceramics (Hasan et al., 2019), composites (Wang et al., 
2019), machining, cutting and drilling tools (Ojo-kupoluyi et al., 2019). It is also a valuable 
pattern for generating functionally graded materials (FGMs) (Masooth et al., 2022).

Compared to growing numbers of modelling for other techniques to further predict 
the density quality of green SPC, progression in green BPC has surprisingly outnumbered 
since then, in particular, for metals (Rowe & Nikfar, 2017). It is due to difficulty in classical 
assessment on the percentage of internal porosities that limit the basis in bilayer formulation 
as a modelling start-up wherever concerning its interface. Therefore, each researcher 
had to create a physical test on BPCs to truly assess the structural type of interface and 
its mechanism framework along with doubled compaction steps. They made attempts to 
discover the calibration of BPC parameters through compaction forces (Abebe et al.,2014), 
three-point bending (Favrot et al., 1999), four-point bending (Boonyongmaneerat & 
Schuh, 2006) and flexure (Castrati et al., 2016) experiments are commonly utilised, and 
certain possible datasets had been presented for each test. Henceforth, the identified type 
of interfacial structures was released, such as interlocking (or dry binding) for green BPC 
of Fe (Abebe et al.,2014; Sopchak & Misiolek, 2000), cohesive for pharmaceutical BPC 
of Microcrystalline Cellulose (MCC) and Sodium Dilactose (SDLac) (Castrati et al., 2016) 
as well as pharmaceutical BPC of MCC and lactose anhydrate (Chang & Sun, 2019) and 
adhesive for bilayers of Aluminum Oxide (Al2O3) and Tungsten (W) powder compact 
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(Boonyongmaneerat & Schuh, 2006). Recently, El-Nasr and his team have inspired the 
design of an imaging technique known as a Computer Vision System (CVS) to easy-in- 
access the computation of internal porosities of BPC of Fe without being in contact with 
the powder surface (El-Nasr et al., 2020).

Sinka (2007) modelled the interfacial BPC of MCC layers under a tangential surface 
model for modelling. Accordingly, an assumption of a friction coefficient of 0.5 between 
the layers was stated without experimental validation (Sinka, 2007). Meanwhile, Castrati 
et al. (2016) modelled the diametrical breaking test with the tested interfacial BPC of MCC 
and SDLac assigned as the cohesive model. On the other hand, Yohannes et al. (2017) 
suggested discretising the contact model between individual particles on both sides of 
layers, whereby the contact force model was integrated as elastic and plastic deformation-
dependent of deformed particles. Apart from their experiment, Boonyongmaneerat and 
Schuh (2006) introduced the use of FE-based modelling to handle the discretisation of 
fractural constitutive equations under the fracture mechanism between composite BPC 
of Al2O3 and W. Since the formed interface between the layers is utilised from different 
materials and had undergone the sintered process via firing cycles; therefore, the type of 
interaction is regarded as an adhesive (Boonyongmaneerat & Schuh, 2006). Concerned 
about the development behaviour of BPC of Tungsten Carbide–Cobalt (WC-Co) -based 
cermets under high temperatures, Favrot et al. (1999) included an assessment of the 
interfacial response by implementing factors such as different sizes and percentages of 
WC and Co, respectively on each layer using FE-based modelling. According to them, the 
curvature of the mesh rightfully indicated the interface condition of the compressed bilayer. 
Thus, no assigned model had been addressed for their findings. It was proven through a 
sectioned image from their conducted experiment through cold compaction. In addition, as 
mentioned in a previous report by Thomazic and his team, the assigned two layers of WC 
and Fe were arranged under an axial column shape to each other. Finally, they obtained 
a homogeneous BPC structure whenever Fe is located as a lower (L) layer. The effect of 
the interface is not significant in their cases, but the density gradient was successfully 
reduced (Thomazic et al.,2010). Above all, for all types of bilayer powder investigations 
and evaluation on different mechanical effects, in particular, friction coefficient and other 
interactions between particles that exist along the horizontal layers of BPC are simply 
precluded as caused by the ongoing development of advanced characterisation to gain 
rightful datasets of adhesive-cohesive inter-relation and invalidate the assumption of 
interfacial friction coefficient. Therefore, the constitutive model and its calibrations become 
a hotspot for incoming investigations. This situation rather prolonged the progressive 
modelling of the interface of BPC.

The present research work presents the formation of green BPC of ASC 100.29 Fe 
powder to visualise the evolution of local RD gradient that focuses on the interface to 
strengthen the Fe- based workpieces in metal forming industries. It became the metal of 
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choice, did not require alloying to be useful, and was used to manufacture nails, tools, 
utensils, agricultural equipment, and weapons. Experimentally, adding a layer of green 
SPC to make green BPC of Fe is well known to reduce the local RD gradient. However, 
quantitative-based assessment for local RD distribution and modelling evaluations on the 
interface of green BPC of Fe is not considered for documentation. Plus, a comparative study 
on changes under different die wall conditions and height-to-diameter (H:D) ratio of green 
BPC with constantly applied load compaction of 30 kN and 95 kN for lower, L and upper 
U layers, respectively, were important to be a highlight, therefore, resulted from variation 
in local RD distribution can be analysed. As an output, a significant way to strengthen 
the interface to deliver a robust green BPC of Fe can be emphasised. It can potentially 
contribute to producing defect-free green BPC of Fe.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Experimental Methods for Validation

Double Steps of Uniaxial One-Sided Compaction. PM compaction was conducted 
using a universal testing machine (model 3382, Instron, UK) with a load cell with a 100 
kN maximum capacity, as depicted in Figure 1. A lower speed of 2 mm min-1 crosshead 
was used in this work. To produce the green BPC under lubricated die condition (labelled 
as sample B), magnesium stearate, MgSn, was used to lubricate the die cavity before 
starting the compaction test. Otherwise, the green BPC without lubricated die condition 
will be released (labelled as sample A). Next, 11 g of loose Fe powder for the first layer 
was prepared and manually filled into the rigid die cavity of 20 mm diameter, D, as seen 
in Figure 1(a). The initial height of the lower layer, HL, was approximately 10 mm. 
Consequently, as depicted in Figure 1(b), the minimum load compaction, Fu of 30 kN, 
was then applied via an upper punch to compact the lower L layer of Fe powder, with the 
bottom punch in a stationary condition. As a result, the height, HL, is reduced to nearly 5 
mm. Prior to the compaction of the upper U layer, as seen in Figure 1(c), another layer of 
Fe powder is compacted under the maximum load compaction, Fu of 95 kN. As a result, 
the upper layer of Fe powder will have the same final height, HU of 5 mm, as shown in 
Figure 1(d). Before the ejection process, the base of the die set tool had been replaced by 
the ejection container, as seen in Figure 1(e), to extrude the green BPC from the die cavity. 
Another sample is repeated using the same procedures. Table 1 lists the two types of green 
BPC produced using the steps of PM compaction.

The Use of Low Speed on Compaction and Ejection Force in the Downward Direction. 
Since a very small mass of loose Fe powder of 11 g is used, a crosshead speed of 2 mm min-
1 is then employed on each green BPC to reduce the possibility of capping at the bottom 
of the green BPC and ensure the bonding of the compressed upper, U layer of Fe powder 
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to the lower, L one. Delamination issues can be avoided with the same speed applied for 
ejection force, thus reducing the impact from the container on its bottom part, as shown in 
Figure 1(e). Theoretically, the low speed of both compaction and ejection forces hinders the 
rise of the springback phenomenon. Then, the obtained cylindrical-shaped green BPC with 
a thickness of 10 mm for sample A and 10 mm for sample B were cross-sectioned following 
the arranged procedures under a metallographic technique as the authors did (Yusoff et al., 
2021). The cross-sectioned were conveniently displayed in Figures 8(a) and 8(b).

Image Analysis Procedures for the Green BPCs. A systematic preparation according to 
the sequence steps of image analysis procedures from phase to phase 4 in Table 2 was used 
for validation with the FE-based model to obtain the final local RD distribution across the 
section of the green BPCs, as in Figure 5. Phase 1 can be represented as per Figures 1(a), 
1(b), 1(c), 1(d), and 1(e). The details of phases (2) and (3) were referred to in the previous 
work of authors (Syamimi et al., 2021).

Figure 1. PM compaction steps for producing the green BPC of Fe

Table 1
Samples produced under PM compaction on lower, L and upper U layers of the green BPCs of Fe

Samples H:D ratio MgSn lubricant applied Fu on L (kN) Fu on U (kN)
A 1.0 No 30 95
B 1.0 Yes 30 95

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Upper punch
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wall
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Lower punch

10 mm

Upper punch
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Upper punch
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wall
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Lower punch
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5 mm

Upper punch
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5 mm

Ejection 
container

Fu

Fu Fu

Fu
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Table 2
The workflow process to calculate local RD distribution of the cross-sectioned green BPCs of Fe

Phase Descriptions
(1) Uniaxial one-sided compaction
(2) Metallographic methods, including grinding and polishing
(3) (a) The cross-section of the green BPC with a final thickness of 10 mm (5 mm for both upper, U 

and lower, L layers) is indicated in Figure 1(e). Next, under a magnification of 100X, a total 
of 525 TIF-based pictures were snapped by the camera through the Olympus BX51 software.

(b) TIF-based pictures were converted into binary images separately via MATLAB software, as 
shown in Figure 2.

(c) A Fortran code was developed to create a uniform rectangular grid representing a magnification 
size of 100X. In addition, a centre-point coordinate (marked as a small red dot colour on each 
centre of the element) was located within the element size of 0.68 mm and 0.40 mm in the 
x-direction and y-direction, respectively. Tecplot software has been used to visualise the data 
retrieved from Fortran in the form of.DAT file. The result of visualisation is indicated in 
Figure 3. The dimensions are given in this rectangular grid's x- and y- directions were based 
on the final thickness of the compressed green BPC of sample B in millimetres (mm).

(4) Under this phase, a one-to-one mapping procedure was performed whereby a binary image of 
sample B was located backwards of the transparent visualised grid, as displayed in Figure 4.
The Origin Lab software was employed to map the part from a result of RD calculation obtained 
in the previous phase into the specified colourised contour. Specific areas with labelled RD 
distribution are shown in Figure 5 to indicate the selected areas as major distribution levels.

Figure 2. A resulting binary image from TIF-based 
pictures after conversion with MATLAB software

Figure 5. The Origin Lab displayed the resulting 
contour of RD values

Figure 3. The visualisation of the regular grid 
arrangement in Tecplot as a result of the performed 
algorithm in Fortran software

Figure 4. A one-to-one mapping procedure was 
performed manually in each region of elements that 
covered the bilayer sample

0            5              10           15          20
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Development of Simultaneous Compaction Model Using FE-Based Modelling

Geometrical Model for Green BPC Compaction. An axisymmetric geometrical model 
was set up similarly in the experiment to compact the loose Fe powder of ASC 100.29 
simultaneously in Abaqus 6.20. Initially, the height H of undeformed Fe powder is 10 
mm. In addition, the pair of punches is always set as same as the die mould’s radius of 
10 mm. Therefore, the length, l, for each punch’s length is 10 mm. Finally, the height, Hd, 
of the die wall is set to follow the height, H, of undeformed Fe powder

FE Parameters for Variation in H:D Ratios. To further analyse the changes in interfacial 
local RD distribution concerning the changes in height, H (mm) of the powder layer, an 
implementation of measurement through the H:D ratio is conducted. As indicated in Table 
3, H:D ratios of 1.0, 1.3, and 1.6 are selected, whereby each height of lower, HL and upper 
HU layers of green BPC are set. A load of compaction, Fu (kN) applied is 30 kN for the 
lower layer, L and 95 kN upper layer, U. For all H:D ratios, modelling procedures are 
applied in each module starting from part and assembly, followed by the property, mesh, 
step module and finally the job modules in Abaqus 6.20. All the modules were done in 
similar ways with the same data. An exception had been granted only for the changes in 
heights of lower, HL and upper HU layers of Fe powder parts.

Table 3
List of H:D ratios under a load of compaction, Fu for green BPCs of Fe of samples A, B, C and D

Samples of green BPC H:D ratio HL (mm) HU (mm) Fu on L (kN) Fu on U (kN)
A 1.0 10 10 30 95
B 1.0 10 10 30 95
C 1.3 13 13 30 95
D 1.6 16 16 30 95

Mesh. Despite using Quad dominated-based mesh on the Fe powder layer, a Tri-based mesh 
is important to utilise both layers of the modelled green BPC with the main element under 
the size of 0.03 mm. With a correct mapping towards the boundary interface, approximately 
100 seedings were used to refine the Tri-based mesh from both sides of the layer. This 
description can be visualised in Figure 6.

The Properties of Green BPCs of Fe. Ranging from Modulus, E to Yield Stress, 𝑝𝑠, the 
properties of ASC 100.29 Fe powder as the material of formed green BPC serve as input 
parameters of built-in Drucker-Prager Cap (DPC) model with an initial local RD of 35 
gmm-3 or 0.5 and final local RD of 70 gmm-3 or 1.0. Table 4 contained the properties 
in which processing under the property module in Abaqus 6.20 for PM compaction. The 
Brewin equations calculate the data (Brewin et al., 2007).
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Figure 6. An arrangement of an FE-based model for undeformed green BPC modelling with a close-up of 
precisely connected nodes between both sides of layers. The red side lines indicate an actual boundary of an 
interface between two compressed layers of Fe

Table 4
List of input parameters for modelled green BPCs of Fe using the built-in Drucker-Prager Cap (DPC) model

Local 
RD

Modulus
𝑬 (MPa)

Poisson 
Ratio

v

Cohesiveness
c (MPa)

Angle of 
Repose tan f

Cap 
eccentricity C

Yield stress
𝒑𝒔

(MPa)

Plastic Strain
𝜺𝒑𝒍

0.5 5644.12 0.0556 0.001 72.48784 0.56465685 12.89 0
0.55 7752.25 0.0607 0.2485472 72.05262 0.57774487 24.78 0.3738570
0.7 16317.06 0.0909 3.0391120 70.85212 0.66822970 110.1 0.6150191
0.75 21301.68 0.1059 6.1909922 70.47973 0.72582784 165.8 0.6840119
0.8 29109.18 0.1234 12.040375 70.11856 0.80407416 242.6 0.7485505
0.85 42633.40 0.1433 22.486328 69.76742 0.90835824 346.2 0.8091751
0.9 68727.35 0.1658 40.517986 69.42531 1.04501934 483.6 0.8663335
0.95 125703.4 0.1907 70.717656 69.09136 1.22144311 662.9 0.9204007
1.0 270046.3 0.2182 119.94670 68.76484 1.44616171 893.7 0.9716940
0.7 16317.06 0.0909 3.0391120 70.85212 0.66822970 110.1 0.6150191
0.75 21301.68 0.1059 6.1909922 70.47973 0.72582784 165.8 0.6840119
0.8 29109.18 0.1234 12.040375 70.11856 0.80407416 242.6 0.7485505
0.85 42633.40 0.1433 22.486328 69.76742 0.90835824 346.2 0.8091751
0.9 68727.35 0.1658 40.517986 69.42531 1.04501934 483.6 0.8663335
0.95 125703.4 0.1907 70.717656 69.09136 1.22144311 662.9 0.9204007
1.0 270046.3 0.2182 119.94670 68.76484 1.44616171 893.7 0.9716940

Upper layer

RP1

Lower layer

RP2RP3
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FEM Parameters for Variation in Die Wall 
Condition in Terms of Friction Coefficient, 
µ. In Abaqus 6.20, the selected interactions are 
manually done under the interaction module. It 
includes the first interaction, assigned between 
the lower punch and the bottom side of the Fe 
powder lower layer. It is followed by the second 
interaction, which consists of the die surface and 
the side of the Fe powder lower layer and the 
third interaction, between the die surface and the 
side of the Fe powder upper layer. In addition, 
the fourth interaction consists of the upper side 
of the Fe powder upper layer and the lower side 
of the upper punch. Lastly, the fifth interaction is 
between the upper side and the lower side of the 
lower and upper layers of Fe powder, respectively. 
The location of each interaction is seen in Figure 7.

Consequently, in Tables 5 and 6, each interaction 
was assigned with friction coefficient values, µ, by 
applying one of the available mechanical constraint 
formulations in Abaqus 6.20, namely the penalty 
contact method. The penalty contact method is a 
type of contact property that falls under tangential 
contact surfaces. To model the interface of 

Figure 7. Each side is numbered to indicate 
the area used to define the interactions 
involved in the modelling of the green 
BPCs of Fe

undeformed green BPC under the lubricated die condition, a value of friction coefficient, 
µ of 0.08, is used. Whereas for the modelling under the unlubricated die condition, a value 
of friction coefficient, µ of 0.18, is used. For unlubricated surfaces, such as indicated under 
interactions of 1 and 4 for the green BPC of the Fe model, a selected value of friction 
coefficient, µ of 0.5, is used.

Table 5
List of employed values for friction coefficient, µ for 
the green BPC of Fe (sample A) under unlubricated 
die condition

Number of interactions µ
1 0.5
2 0.18
3 0.18
4 0.5
5 0.08

Table 6
List of employed values for friction coefficient, µ for 
the green BPC of Fe (sample B) under lubricated die 
condition

Number of interactions µ
1 0.5
2 0.08
3 0.08
4 0.5
5 0.08

RP1

RP3 RP2
4

3

5

2

1
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Few dissimilarities of local RD distribution are found between the sectioned of the green 
BPCs of sample A (unlubricated) and B (lubricated with MgSn). As referred to the left of 
Figures 8(a) and 8(b), both samples mutually appeared smooth around their mid-region 
and the uppermost corner of green BPCs of Fe regions. In contrast, the lowermost corner 
regions were visibly gloomy in colour. These results are fundamentally consistent with 
the works of Rajab and Coleman (1985), Sopchak and Misiolek (2000) and Zadeh (2010) 
for ASC 100.29 Fe powder. Theoretically, the Fe powder particles positioned nearer to the 
die wall and upper punch tend to densify and re-arrange as the compaction force is further 
applied in the gravitational direction. Meanwhile, the darkening regions were deteriorated 
by randomly distributed porosities and less received the effect of densification from the 
upper punch.

However, sample A’s mid-region is devoted to having few scattered porosities. At the 
same time, sample B’s mid-region is almost impossible to have any physically observed 
porosities. Therefore, it is essential to use a high magnification of 100X under the optical 
microscope to gain details measurements regarding local RD distribution across the 
section of green BPCs. As an outcome, the experimental contour for local RD distribution 
is displayed on the right of Figures 8(a) and 8(b). A large range between 0.82 and 0.99 is 
displayed by sample A under unlubricated die condition, whereas a short range between 
0.9 and 0.99 is displayed by sample B.

Figure 8. Experimental local RD distributions obtained for a whole geometrical shape of green BPCs of 
Fe: (a) Sample A; and (b) Sample B

(a)

(b)
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Validation of the Axisymmetric FE-Based Modelling

The modelling of PM compaction for green BPC of samples A and B is validated with the 
experimental results (Figure 9). It is found that, under the modelling part, the unlubricated 
die condition delivered a large gradient of local RD distribution within sample A, indicated 
by the solution-dependent variable (SDV1) contour. Compared to the experimental result, 
each value under the three main regions of the uppermost and lowermost corners and the 
mid-region are nearer to the modelling results by only differences of 0.79%, 2.27% and 
0.79%, correspondingly. Differing to sample B, a small gradient of local RD distribution 
is captured under lubricated die condition. Indeed, the only differences between the 
experiment and modelling were only 0.21%, 1.5% and 0.52% for regions of the uppermost 
and lowermost corner and mid-region, respectively. The validation is conveniently achieved 
by satisfying the basic work on evaluation under PM compaction, whereby the difference 
in percentages with less than 5.0% is allowable (Tweed et al., 2008).

Figure 9. Comparison of RD distributions obtained from experimental work (left) and FE (right) for (a) 
sample A and (b) sample B of green BPCs of Fe

  

(a) (b)

Mesh Convergence and Sensitivity Analysis

A mesh convergence study was performed to determine the optimal element size. The 
relative density convergence plot of eight different element sizes is displayed in Figure 10. It 
was found that an element size of 0.03 mm was able to produce a converged solution within 
a reasonable period. Previous agreements and their convergence have given confidence in 
the predictive capabilities of the proposed model (for compaction).

In Equation 1, 0.98 is an obtained value of local RD from the experiment. Using the 
largest tri-element size of 0.5 mm on the upper and lower layers recorded large errors 
between FEM and the experimental values with errors of 0.035. Finally, using the smallest 
size of 0.1 mm with 110 total seedings, a nearer value of interfacial local RD is obtained, 
as indicated in Figure 11. A good prediction of local RD values in other region parts was 
also obtained, similar to the good prediction at the interface.

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟(𝛥) = 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝐷 𝑎𝑡 𝑡 ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑒𝑟𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑒 (𝐹𝐸) ― 0.98		 (1)

+9.979e-01
+9.835e-01
+9.691e-01
+9.546e-01
+9.402e-01
+9.257e-01
+9.113e-01
+8.969e-01
+8.824e-01
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Local RD Distributions for Variation in H/D Ratios of the Green BPC of Fe Under 
Different Applied Friction Coefficients

In Figures 12(a), 12(b) and 12(c), two modelled green BPC of Fe with their corresponding 
H:D ratios of 1.0, 1.3 and 1.6 were compared under different die conditions. The left and 
right of Figure 12 show the unlubricated and lubricated die results with applied friction 
coefficient values, µ equal to 0.18 and 0.08, respectively. In Figure 12(a), the green BPC 
under lubricated die condition had enhanced its local RD distribution within the average 
of 0.9816 along the interface with the range of local RD distribution between 0.9781 and 

Figure 11. A graph of errors against element sizes (in mm). A picture inside indicated a close-up of the interface 
of the green BPC of Fe at the final compaction stage with a precise connection between its nodes

Figure 10. Mesh convergence analysis
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0.9851. It is noticed that the interfacial 
densification within the green BPC that 
was compressed under the unlubricated die 
condition had not emerged with a recorded 
higher range between 0.9402 and 0.9546.

Same in Figure 12(b), the compressed 
green BPC of Fe with an H:D ratio of 1.3 
did not receive the densification support 
along its interfacial region under the 
unlubricated die condition with local 
RD distribution slightly reducing within 
the range between 0.9323 and 0.9456. 
Compared to the green BPC of Fe that 
was compressed under the lubricated 
die condition, significant horizontal 
densification is discovered between the 
two layers within an increased average of 
0.98. In addition, it resulted in the local 
RD distribution within the range between 
0.9817 and 0.9882.

As Figure 12(c) observed, the 
unlubricated die condition had delivered 
unfamiliar distribution of local RD right 
below its interface with captured average 
values of 0.9686. For the green BPC of 
Fe under the lubricated die condition, an 

Figure 12. Contour results of local RD distribution for 
H:D ratios of (a) 1.0, (b) 1.3, and (c) 1.6

(a)

(b)

(c)

increase of its local RD distribution is seen along its horizontal interface but less covered 
on its lower layer. With the increase of powder thickness with an H:D ratio of 1.6 under the 
unlubricated die condition, higher local RD distribution formed along the side of the die wall. 
Consequently, extended densification of powder particles is seen localised at the middle 
region of the lower layer and thus creates discontinuity of distributed local RD values 
between two compressed layers. Current findings are consistent with the results reported 
by previous literature whereby the mid-region of formed green BPC under unlubricated die 
condition is lower compared to the regions nearer to the side of the die wall.

CONCLUSION

This evaluation on the interface of green bilayer powder compact (BPC) of iron (Fe) 
under two different die wall conditions provides both qualitative and quantitative insights 
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into distributions of the local relative density (or local RD). The study revealed that axial 
friction from the die wall under unlubricated die conditions had disrupted the flowability 
of the compressed upper U layer onto the lower L layer of Fe to form an interlocking type 
of densification. Whereas lubricated die condition supporte d  the interface of BPC 
whereby less friction from the  die wall had allowed for the flowability and promoted 
an interlocking between compressed upper, U layer onto lower, L layer of Fe during the 
second time of PM compaction. This condition would strengthen the bilayer system and 
reduce the local RD gradient across its internal cross-sectioned. The FE-based simultaneous 
compaction modelling results suggest that the nodes along the interfacial boundary between 
upper, U- and lower, L- surface layers of BPC of Fe must be in mutual interconnection to 
gain the interlocking (or dry binding) effect in which similarly obtained in experimental 
results. Also, the modelling study showed that the increment of height to diameter (H:D) 
ratio with constantly applied load magnitude had released less interlocking effect from the 
upper to lower part of the BPC structure. It is estimated that the increase in load magnitude 
must be done proportionally for both layers, i.e., 60 kN and 190 kN for upper, U- and 
lower, L- surface layers, respectively, to get the mid-interlocking effect which will help 
minimise the local gradient as H:D ratio is increased. In addition, it is evidenced that using 
input parameters from Brewin equations with the medium of built-in DPC in Abaqus 6.20 
agrees well with the experimental results of local RD with the condition that the tri-based 
mesh elements with refinement along the interface must be provided. Also, the selection 
of friction coefficient, µ of 0.08 and 0.18 to denote the lubricated and unlubricated die wall 
conditions, respectively, is proved suitable, therefore, benefited the establishment of green 
BPC of the Fe model. It can potentially contribute to producing defect-free green layered 
Fe powder compacts.
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